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RESULTS
in alphabetical order

BEST AUTHOR
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR

THEME COLOR

FIAP GOLD MEDAL
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, THE STRANGER

FIAP SILVER MEDAL
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, FIRE DANCE

FIAP BRONZE MEDAL
CHAU YIP CHUN, HONG KONG, IN THE FISHING POND

MAFOSZ MEDAL
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, CONFUSING

FIAP HONORABLE MENTION
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, VISIT TO SULTAN QABOOS MOSQUE
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, DANCE-BODY-STUDY
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, A RARE STILLNESS AT LAGO TORRE
CHAU YIP CHUN, HONG KONG, GOLDEN WATER
QUIG ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, TREE IN COTTON GRASS
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, YOU CAN

OSPC HONORABLE MENTION / ACCEPTED
OLASZ AGNES, HUNGARY, CEREMONY AN THE SEE
BELL JUNE LINDA, UNITED KINGDOM, DARK SKIES
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, FEATHERY
CHAU YIP CHUN, HONG KONG, GOING TO FARM
KASZAS TAMAS, HUNGARY, MISKOLCI ELVIS
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, NUDE WITH RED DRAPERY
CHAU YIP CHUN, HONG KONG, ON THE COAST
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, PEACEFUL MIND
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, REVISED BIOGRAPHY OF KARL MARX
LINSTRUMENT CLAUDE, FRANCE, SEUL CE SOIR
BARAKONYI KAROLY, HUNGARY, SUNDECK-4
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, THE TREE OF LIFE

ACCEPTED
SOMORJAI BALAZS, HUNGARY, ONE-LIGHT PORTRAIT
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, REPROACH
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, SALTO GRANDE
VASS ZOLTAN, HUNGARY, TEMPERA DREAM
HILBERT PAUL, LUXEMBOURG, THE TREE
KISZNER PIROSKA, HUNGARY, ARABELLA
REMOLA PAGES LLUIS, SPAIN, BALLET BOXING-1
DAS TUHIN, INDIA, BEAUTIFULLY DANGEROUS
DE WILDE EDDY, BELGIUM, BELLISIMA 1
MANTYKANGAS MICHAEL JARMO, FINLAND, BLUE MORNING
AYERINA TATYANA, UKRAINE, FAIRY-TALE
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, FOREST
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, MIDNIGHT MAGNETISM
OLASZ AGNES, HUNGARY, MORNING RITUAL
GARUTI FABIO, ITALY, NUOTO 44
JERLEMAR NILS-ERIK, SWEDEN, OPEN DOOR
GYONGYOSI JANOS, HUNGARY, PATCHWORK
LINSTRUMENT CLAUDE, FRANCE, PLAGE B
C R SATHYANARAYANA, INDIA, RETURNING SHEPHERD
BELICZAY TAMAS ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, SEARCHING FOR MUSSELS
MURRAY EILEEN, UNITED KINGDOM, SIBLING FAREWELL
MURRAY EILEEN, UNITED KINGDOM, SIBLING MEMORIES
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, SIGHT
QUIG ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, STOB DEARG IN WINTER

THEME MONOCHROME

FIAP GOLD MEDAL
MANTYKANGAS MICHAEL JARMO, FINLAND, UNDER LINE

FIAP SILVER MEDAL
SHANBHAG GOVIND PRAMOD, INDIA, SPOONBILLS
FIAP BRONZE MEDAL
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, WATCHTOWER

MAFOSZ MEDAL
BARAKONYI KAROLY, HUNGARY, SUNSET

FIAP HONORABLE MENTION
GYONGYOSI JANOS, HUNGARY, BRIDGE OVER THE SEINE
SISWANDHONO ARIEF, INDONESIA, SECRET SISTERS
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, SEND ME FREE
AVERINA TATYANA, UKRAINE, TAINSTVENNYJ MIR TENEVOJ
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, WEREWOLF
SZABO TIBOR, HUNGARY, WINDLASS

OSPC HONORABLE MENTION / ACCEPTED
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, LONG WAY
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, RETURNING HOME
BARAKONYI KAROLY, HUNGARY, SHADOWS
BELL JUNE LINDA, UNITED KINGDOM, THE VISITOR
KISZNER PIROSKA, HUNGARY, ANGEL OF LIGHT
MURRAY EILEEN, UNITED KINGDOM, AU REPOS
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, BATAN FACE1
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, GEOMETRY
KISS IMRE, HUNGARY, HAT
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, TALENTS AND ADMIRERS
MUKHERJEE SANTANU, INDIA, THE SAGE
C R SATHYANARAYANA, INDIA, WINNOWING COUPLE

ACCEPTED
LINKS VIESTURS, LATVIA, MOST LOWEST NOTE
YOUNG ALAN, UNITED KINGDOM, THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPERS WIFE
YOUNG ALAN, UNITED KINGDOM, THE PROFESSOR
DAS TUHIN, INDIA, ADAMS AND EVE
CSAKI LAJOS, HUNGARY, BON VOYAGE
PALINKAS ISTVAN, HUNGARY, BUBBLE
KOSOV BORIS, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, FRECKLES
PALINKAS ISTVAN, HUNGARY, GYEREKEK
MANTYKANGAS MICHAEL JARMO, FINLAND, ICE AIRCRAFT
SZABO TIBOR, HUNGARY, LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
QUIG ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, LOCH DROMA
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, NATURE GEOMETRY
CLARK PETER, UNITED KINGDOM, ON A PLATE
MANN JUDIT, HUNGARY, ON WAVES
SHANBHAG GOVIND PRAMOD, INDIA, POLAR BEAR ON ROCK
MANTYKANGAS MICHAEL JARMO, FINLAND, SAND TIME
BARAKONYI KAROLY, HUNGARY, SNOW WAVE
KISS IMRE, HUNGARY, STORM RIDER
MURRAY JUNE LINDA, UNITED KINGDOM, SWEET SORROW
BELL JOHN, UNITED KINGDOM, THE AGEING HOODIE
DE WILDE EDDY, BELGIUM, TRISTE PIERROT 1
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, TWO GENERATIONS
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, WATCH DOG
MANTYKANGAS MICHAEL JARMO, FINLAND, WATER BICYCLE

THEME NATURE

FIAP GOLD MEDAL
KASZAS NORBERT, HUNGARY, DRAWING OF A BUTTERFLY

FIAP SILVER MEDAL
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, ALMOST UNTouched

FIAP BRONZE MEDAL
AVERINA TATYANA, UKRAINE, PAIR

MAFOSZ MEDAL
KASZAS NORBERT, HUNGARY, THE CHOOSEn

FIAP HONORABLE MENTION
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, MORNING MAGIC
SZABO ZSOLT, HUNGARY, PANIC
BELL JOHN, UNITED KINGDOM, CHETTAHS AT REST
HENCZ JUDIT, HUNGARY, PINK DREAM
HENCZ JUDIT, HUNGARY, Rhapsody in Blue
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, ONE PLUS TWO

OSPC HONORABLE MENTION / ACCEPTED
KERANEN KAUKO, FINLAND, CHITAL
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, DAWN AT MOUNT FITZ ROY
VASS ZOLTAN, HUNGARY, DREAM COUPLE
SZABO ZSOLT, HUNGARY, GOLD FOG
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, LEAF
SZABO ZSOLT, HUNGARY, MY FLOWER
AVERINA TATYANA, UKRAINE, PASSION DANCE
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, PERITO MORENO GLACIER
SHANBHAG GOVIND PRAMOD, INDIA, POLAR BEAR DRAGGING THE CARCAS
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, SPRIGGY
KASZAS NORBERT, HUNGARY, THE LAST SONG
BARDOS KARAI EVA, HUNGARY, VAN TARTASA

ACCEPTED
DONALDSON ALLAN, UNITED KINGDOM, EAGLE OWL
SZABO ZSOLT, HUNGARY, GATHERING
DONALDSON ALLAN, UNITED KINGDOM, MERLIN WITH PREY
BOYNTON MIEKE, AUSTRALIA, NORWEGIAN LIGHTS
HILL SIMON, UNITED KINGDOM, RAINBOW OVER GRAND CANYON
LEE JONG IL, KOREA, SUNSET
C R SATHYANARAYANA, INDIA, CHEETAH CHASE
EIFERT JANOS, HUNGARY, DEER IN THE FIELDS
HENCZ JUDIT, HUNGARY, IN THE DARK
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, IT S MINE
KASZAS NORBERT, HUNGARY, LONGING FOR WARMTH
MANTYKANGAS MICHAEL JARMO, FINLAND, NIGHT TREE
AL-MUSHAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, NIGHT WORK
BELL JOHN, UNITED KINGDOM, RED KITE

THEME LANDSCAPE & CITYSCAPE

FIAP GOLD MEDAL
AJURIAGUERRA SAIZ PEDRO LUIS, SPAIN, BILBAO CITY

FIAP SILVER MEDAL
QUIG ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, AUTUMNAL FROST

FIAP BRONZE MEDAL
AJURIAGUERRA SAIZ PEDRO LUIS, SPAIN, YSIOS UNDULATED

MAFOSZ MEDAL
KASZAS GERGO, HUNGARY, NIGHT IN THE STEPPE

FIAP HONORABLE MENTION
DAS TUHIN, INDIA, CITY SKYLINE
DALY JOHN DES, IRELAND, FAMOUS ROCK
AJURIAGUERRA SAIZ PEDRO LUIS, SPAIN, BARCELONA CITY
MAKOVINYI ZOLTAN, HUNGARY, GOLDEN BRIDGE
DALY JOHN DES, IRELAND, SKIMMING LIGHT
OSPC HONORABLE MENTION / ACCEPTED
AL-MUSSAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, AFTER THE RAIN
RACZ PETER, HUNGARY, AUTUMN IN THE ZUKON
DALY JOHN DES, IRELAND, ON THE ROCKS
KASZAS GERGO, HUNGARY, CURVES
AL-MUSSAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, DESERT LINES
BARAKONYI KAROLY, HUNGARY, DETRITAL CONE
KHARITONOV ALEXEY, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, FIRST SNOW
DADONE MARCO, ITALY, LAKE ORONAYE AT FIRST LIGHTS
DAS TUHIN, INDIA, MAGICAL MANHATTAN
HILL SIMON, UNITED KINGDOM, MOON OVER HALF DOME
DE WILDE EDDY, BELGIUM, VERS LA MER
MORRIS HENRY ROY, UNITED KINGDOM, WESTERN GHATS - KERALA

ACCEPTED
VASS ZOLTAN, HUNGARY, BLESSING
REMOLA PAGES LLUIS, SPAIN, CAMI AL DELTA
VASS ZOLTAN, HUNGARY, FUTURE
QUIG ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, GLEN AFFRIC PENINSULA
KHARITONOV ALEXEY, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, IN FULL SAIL
DALY JOHN DES, IRELAND, SHIPS THAT PASS
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, THE CHAPEL
MAGDO ISTVAN, ROMANIA, VEINS
DE WILDE EDDY, BELGIUM, ARBRES TORTURES
KERCZ TIBOR, HUNGARY, CAPELLA
AL-MUSSAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, EMPTY QUARTER
AJURIAGUERRA SAIZ PEDRO LUIS, SPAIN, FRANKFURT ON HIGH
QUIG ROBERT, UNITED KINGDOM, LOCHAN LINES
MORITZ VICKI, AUSTRALIA, PINNACLES SUMMER SUNSET
KHARITONOV ALEXEY, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, SILVER OF TERIBERKA
DADONE MARCO, ITALY, THE FORBIDDEN ISLAND OF RUM
AL-MUSSAIFRI MOHAMED ABDULLA, QATAR, TREE OF LIFE